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Student received pencils and paper to draw 
specimens. They were instructed to pick up any 
specimen, view with a magnifying glass and 
sketch what they saw.

Isa Ebowe of Canterio USA instructing a 
student how to view a slide through the 
microscope. It was the first time these 
students ever saw a microscope.  

Students were in awe by the site of a 
microscope. As Isa Ebowe spoke to the class he

explained all the possible scientific fields they 
could pursue if they stay in school. Perhaps one

will find a cure for HIV/Aids some day.

To encourage science thinking amongst 
students, Isa Ebowe showed the students 
the picture of an astronaut and informed 

The students were in awe of the fact that a 
human actually went to the moon. The 
student had a lot of questions about the 
moon and how an astronaut could get there.

Local science teacher was pleased 
with the new science lab created by 
Canterio International. He promise to

SCIENCE LAB
Canterio International created a Science Lab Malimbe School in Malawi. 

The program is designed to promote science and increase educational capacity.
The school opened the lab to local village schools and reported over 5000 students 

had been to the lab to use the microscope and books.
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the class that the US sent a man to the 
moon. The students thought the astronaut was a 

US soldier when they first saw the picture.

utilize the science lab to teach both 
boys and girls equally.

The girls were happy to have equal 
access to the science lab. Funding for 
the lab is contingent upon equality.

Student were attentive and eager to learn

and understand the concept of science 
and the possibility that science field can 
provide for their future.

Isa Ebowe of Canterio International  
worked with student on how to use 
the scientific equipment.
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